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Pro-Choice Interests Challenge SB 1318

 June 5, 2015   ADI Staff Reporter

Several Arizona health care providers filed a new lawsuit in federal court today,
challenging a recently passed state law that forces doctors to tell patients that it
may be possible to reverse a medication abortion. Arizona’s law SB 1318 is
scheduled to take effect on July 3, 2015.

Because there is no medically accepted evidence that a medication abortion can
be reversed, this law is opposed by some medical experts, including the American
Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG). Dr. Ilana Addis and Dr. Julie
Kwatra, chairwoman and legislative chair of the Arizona Section of ACOG
respectively, called the Arizona law “bad medicine” and “tantamount to quackery.”

“Plain and simple, this law would force doctors to lie to women about their health
care options, and that is never acceptable,” said Nancy Northup, president and
CEO of the Center for Reproductive Rights. “Women and their health care providers
must be able to make decisions about the care that’s right for them based on solid
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evidence and sound medical practice, not the agendas of politicians who have no
business interfering in these matters.”

Women in the United States have been using medication abortion for over a
decade, with approximately one in four women who make the decision to end a
pregnancy choosing this method if they’re eligible — in Arizona, the number is
closer to half.

The plaintiffs in this case — Planned Parenthood Arizona, Eric Reuss, M.D., Paul A.
Isaacson, M.D, Desert Star Family Planning, and DeShawn Taylor, M.D. — are
represented by attorneys from the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the ACLU
of Arizona, the Center for Reproductive Rights (CRR), Planned Parenthood
Federation of America (PFFA), and Squire Patton Boggs.

joohn dough says:
JUNE 5, 2015 AT 5:23 PM

Leo In TSN. You speak just like many hypocritical REPULSIVEcains. You say that
“they work here to remove choice from mothers” and then you want to “remove their
choice” if it is to have an abortion. What would you say it they passed a law taking
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away a mans choice by saying, if a man has already sired 1 child that he “must”
have a vasectomy? The Bible is mostly FICTION written by men that, like today,
wanted to control people and push their own agenda’s. Time to keep the fanatically
religious cult’s ideas out of people’s lives and bodies.

LEO IN TSN says:
JUNE 5, 2015 AT 11:40 AM

c’mon ADI, this release must be right off the ACLU talking points list, put out by
Planned Parenthood. Headline: they are not “pro-choice” they are pro-abortion.
They work as here to remove choice from mothers and from their unborn babies.
They do not hesitate at all to mislead young mothers to make sure they get their $$
for the abortion. These experts are all well-paid to brainwash mothers to kill their
babies. This whole article and the lawsuit it describes are fabricated on a lie. Real
doctors have been reversing these abortion pill attempts for years. Here is a picture
of a reversal.
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/meet-gabriel-saved-in-abortion-pill-reversal-at-
national-press-club

Here is the truth about the success of these real doctors in reversing these pill
abortions.
https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/midwest-pregnancy-center-first-to-offer-ru-486-
abortion-reversal-to-save-ba

These pro-abortion “medical experts and health care providers” are scared to death
of the truth getting out. When women see the results of these reversals wrapped in
swaddling cloths and held in the mother’s loving arms, they might choose life – and
cheat these “providers” of their blood bounty. Why else would they sue to keep the
truth from their victims?

Oh yes, remember the ACLU, founded by an American communist with the intent to
“transform” America using our own laws and courts, gets paid with gov’t tax dollars
every time they win or settle a suit against a gov’tal entity. Isn’t that a cozy
arrangement?

Deuteronomy 30: 19
I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have set before you life
and death, blessing and cursing; therefore choose life, that both thou and thy seed
may live.

God bless mothers and their babies, and the real doctors who care for them. God
bless America.
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